Service Offer
Light Towers

Service your equipment regularly with genuine
parts is crucial to keep your high level of
productivity and reduce your cost of ownership
and increase your equipment resale value.
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Preventive Maintenance
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Corrective Maintenance

Preventive Maintenance Kits

Wear and Repair Kits

• Service paks

Batteries

• Multi pack kits

Alternator Maintenance
• Predictive Trending

Maintenance plans and contracts

Engine parts
Critical parts
Consumables

• Part Plans
• Service contracts

Fluids and Lubricants
• Engine oil
• Coolant
• Grease
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Upgrade and Overhauls
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Digitalization

Upgrade kits

FleetLink

Retrofit kits

Power Connect

Engine & alternator replacement

Every day, thousands of workers in construction,
mining and industry around the world rely on Atlas
Copco machines, products and services. Reliability is a
key factor, as time is precious and deadlines are tight.
When conditions are tough, you need a partner you
can trust.
Atlas Copco Power Technique Service provides a firstclass service, allowing you to minimize downtime
and maximize productivity by having reliable
machinery. Our tailor made service offer fully covers
all your needs during the life time course of our
product to keep your operating costs under control.
Our 24/7 Shop Online guarantees full accessibility to
our genuine spare parts and consumables for daily
operations. You can also count on our competent
service technicians and service partners to ensure
your equipment is running smoothly.
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Maintenance

Preventive Maintenance
Original filters

Our original filters are the best way to ensure quality, as they
are produced to the same demanding manufacturing
standards as our original parts, and have passed our tough
performance tests. Our original filters will offer the best
possible sealing between the filter body and the engine, and
the paper element inside the filter will last longer.
Air filter

Oil filter

Pick the right lubricant

Fuel filter

Every type of machine needs a specific lubricant, and that’s
not all. To achieve maximum uptime, performance and
equipment lifetime, the choice of lubricant will also depend
on the application and ambient conditions.

Service packs
When Machine operates in extreme enviroments these service intervals are to be reduced by 50%

Preventive maintenance kit
Service intervals kits

100 h- 250 h- 400 h

500h- 600h

750h- 800h- 1000h

What is included?

Fuel filter

Fuel filter

Fuel filter

Engine oil filter

Engine oil filter

Engine oil filter

Air filter

Air filter

*

Belt
Seals and gaskets*
i) *Subject to change , please refer to your machine manual or spare parts book
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Fluids and Lubricants
Original lubricants are the best way to protect your
machine investment, by both maximizing uptime and by
improving the resale value of your equipment.
Atlas Copco lubricants have the highest quality &
Performance to match our maintenance specifications
and therefore provide optimal protection for your
products. Our lubricants last longer and perform better.

Engine oil
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-30°
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-20°
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50°

68°
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10°

30°

104°
40°
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Paroil E

Paroil Extra

Paroil E Mission Green

Fluids and Lubricants

PAROIL E
Mineral lubricant

PAROIL EXTRA
Synthetic lubricant

PAROIL E
MISSION GREEEN
Mineral lubricant for stage
3b/Tier 4 engines

PARCOOL EG
Coolant for water-cooled
diesel engines

PARCOOL EG
CONCENTRATE
Coolant for water-cooled
diesel engines

ADBLUE
Considerably reducing the emissions of
nitrogen oxides (NOx) for Tier IV engines

Size

Part Number

5I

1615 5953 00

20I

1615 5954 00

210I

1615 5955 00

1000I

1630 0096 00

5I

1630 0135 00

20I

1630 0136 00

209I

1626 0102 00

5I

1630 0471 00

20I

1630 0472 00

210I

1630 0473 00

5I

1604 5308 00

20I

1604 5307 00

210I

1604 5306 00

5I

1604 8159 01

20I

2911210220

210I

2911210230

1000I

2911210240
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Part Plans
We provide you the optimal solution to keep your
machine working at the highest performance for the
lowest cost. Parts plan for your Atlas Copco Light tower
that offers you maintenance Kits and Consumables for
a pre-defined period. This makes it easy and simple to
budget for the maintenance of your machine.

How??
•

By eliminating the administrative burden of repetitive
and time-consuming procurement processes for
spare parts and ensuring that you achieve maximum
uptime.

•

Avoid stocking! Free up space and capital for your
core activities, or Stock all parts needed for a period
of 2 or 3 years.

•

All the right parts delivered to you in one go easy to
order and with a one off initial agreed price.

Parts Plan is a planned parts activity for a predefined price, and period. This plan is a part of a signed agreement between
Atlas Copco and the Customer for 2 years time based on different utilization levels.

Light Plan – 1 P/N or scheduled delivery option for Hilights (2 years)

2 Year plan
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Low - 400/500/600/year

All needed kits and oils for 2 year

Medium - 800/1000/1200/year

Engine service kits

High - 1200/2000/2400/Year

Paroil E

Cold start option

Paroil Extra instead

Availability

Hiligth V5+/H5+/H2/B5

Warranty

2 year warranty

Service repair and
machine overhaul

Service maintenance and overhauling

Our Service Maintenance Plans have been developed on
the basis of customer feedback, application knowhow, field
support, and product development experience.

Service Plan

For a fixed periodic fee, the Atlas Copco Service Plan provides
scheduled service options that will match the precise needs of
your machine, combined with the essence and quality of our
genuine parts. Through regular service reports, we keep you
informed on your machine’s status.

Our service plan can include;

• Preventative Maintenance Kits (please refer to page 4)
• Multi Pack Kits and Repair Kits
• Inspection Plan
• Overhauling
• Critical Parts

Electrical parts and Repair Kits
Light system
kit

Alternator kit

Hidraulic
pump kit

Capacitor

Diodes

Safety valve

Ballast

Supressor

Cylinder seals

Floodlight

Capacitor

Mast kit
Mast wear parts

Bulb

Inspection Plan

The Atlas Copco Inspection Plan works together with your own
maintenance or service program to guarantee your machine
is working at the highest possible standards. Our regular

Service Plans

Atlas Copco can improve the Condition and Performance of your
machinery by upgrading, renewing or repairing it. We combine
our experience and new genuine parts, recovering your machine’s
performance and productivity to its original state through our
planned inspection visits and preventative maintenance.
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inspection visits will provide accurate machine diagnostics and
exact recommendations to keep your machinery as productive
as possible

Benefits of Service Plan
• Maximum machine uptime
• Ensured productivity
• Peace of mind

Engine program

Atlas Copco Power Technique Service offers a program that
answers all your questions. We have developed a portfolio
that enables you to choose wisely based on your needs. Take
We offer three options

New engines

Reconditioned engines

If your engine model is no longer manufactured, we can
provide you with a reconditioned model that performs just as
good as new with warranty. If your engine suffers a major

Engine Parts

Atlas Copco Power Technique service, offers a wide variety of
original OEM brands peripheral engine spare parts, at very
attractive prices. These parts are available to order via Shop
Online. We offer a wide portfolio of engine critical parts that

Rotating parts

advantage of our competitive price agreements with the
original OEM brands for new engines.

Long block option

cylinder failure but all external parts are new, take advantage
of the quicker, cheaper solution with our warranted long-block
option!

have been selected according to our product and engine
experience gained over the years. We are the reliable partner
you have been looking for to maintain your machine uptime
and increase your productivity.

Sensor & switches

Hoses & radiators

• Starter motor

• Oil & temp switches

• Coolant circuit hoses

• Charging alternator

• Oil & temp sensors

• Oil radiator

• Coolant pump

• Level switches

• Coolant radiator

• Turbo

• Air inlet sensor/switch

• Thermostats

• Oil pump

• Others

• Cooler cap

• Fuel Injection pump
• Injectors
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Digital Solutions

FleetLink, the telematics
solution for you!
FleetLink is an intelligent telematics system that
helps optimize fleet usage, reduce maintenance cost,
ultimately saving time and money. It allows you to
manage your machines conveniently wherever you are,
always having the latest fleet information at hand.

Remotely manage your machine fleet whether big or
small. FleetLink keeps you connected to your job-site,
machines and your team.
Getting connected is very easy! Fleetlink can come with
your machines as an option or can be retrofitted.

Fleetlink keeps you connected in an ever changing
world, with state of the art digital monitoring tools.

Geofencing

Service
notifications

Reports

Contact Atlas Copco and choose out of the available
packages.

Vital
parameters

www.atlascopco.com/fleetlink

Power Connect,
It’s only one scan away!
Scan the QR code on your machine, and go to the Power Connect
Portal to find all the information about your machine.
The QR code is located in the data plate on your machine.

Equipment
details

Spare
parts book

Buy spare
parts

Visit Atlas
Copco

Instruction
videos

Share
information

www.atlascopco.com/power-connect
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ANYTIME,
ANY PRODUCT,
ANYWHERE
you can count on us.

Atlas Copco Power Technique Service
atlascopco.com
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